
Minutes 21/6/19 

1)Drainage/pothole update 

It seems as if this is two steps forward and one step back constantly. Jeremy Kite promised £10k of 

his community fund in Feb, percussive drilling investigations were carried out over the Easter break. 

Jeremy kite then offered another 18k from the community fund to enable this to be resolved, 

anticipating that the contractor ‘Gen2’ would undertake the work required speedily (out of 

‘goodwill’ as we are a KCC school). 

The report has been slow to come back but now the anticipated cost is £50/60k. However, it is clear 

no further funding will come forward, so a good enough resolution needs to be out into place for the 

£28k we have got. At that cost, a pump system seems to be the only feasible solution. As to when it 

will be dealt with, it seems that the contractor is unwilling to put their name to just a ‘good enough’ 

solution but are equally unwilling to source further funding. So again, we are in a catch 22 situation. 

Jeremy Kite is listening and is very dissatisfied with this contractor response and we are all trying to 

push to a resolution. It is taking time to move forward with this but it is good to know that Jeremy 

Kite is with us in trying to oil the necessary wheels. 

2) Parking 

Discussion was had regarding the access to the playground to park. Suggestions to swap the 

entrance/exit, rainbow painting parking parameters on the playground, having short/long stay lanes, 

volunteer ‘parking marshals’ were all discussed. Ultimately, it is a playground, so should any grid 

markings ever be made, they would need to be discrete and work with the children’s play needs. It is 

ultimately the parents’ responsibility, generally as a whole body, to park reasonably and sensibly 

together. Steph noted that when unreasonable parking has been seen on Gorsewood Road, a few 

polite approaches and suggestions to move from different parents have eventually had the desired 

response, so suggested that it is up to parents to politely remind each other to help with sensible 

parking. 

Mrs Woodbine mentioned that school had also been thinking about the problem, and that she 

would be willing to trial a drop-off system in the mornings. (We could not come up with a solution 

for pickup however). It is hoped this may happen in the last week of term this summer, but 

otherwise, could be trialled next term. Mrs Woodbine will let us know of plans and the drop off 

requirements and process. 

3) Branding/uniform 

Mrs Woodbine explained that systems were in place for the purchase of new uniform for September 

to match the new logo. One company is ready for us at the moment, so we will get going with this 

company then add additional companies if required. 

The school also has a new IT Tech support solution. They have been looking at improving the 

website/what would be required for a website which works intuitively and would support the 

school’s communication much more effectively than the current website does. There are companies 

that set up school websites, so school is looking to do this as soon as the rebranding process is 

complete. 

Laura G. suggested that any new dates or dates which have changed from the previously published 

ones could be highlighted in a different colour on the weekly briefing. This would make it really clear 

that something had changed and help parents to keep their diaries up to date. Mrs Woodbine said 

this would be done as it’s a quick and easy change which should prove helpful. 



4) Staff roles and responsibilities 

Julie asked about the subject leadership and senior leadership team makeup, since two of the 

existing team were either not in school or had left. Mrs Woodbine said that she would be able to 

share details of the new SMT in a few days after the Governors meeting in the week beginning 24th 

June. However, it was clarified that in September, Mrs Baldwin continues to lead on AEN, Miss 

Ragon is English Lead, Mr Hopkins is Maths Lead and Y5/6 phase leader, Miss Carter is Curriculum 

Lead and Y3/4 phase leader (liaising with phase leaders to monitor, evaluate and review curriculum 

coverage across the school), Miss Read will lead KS1 and Miss Evans will lead Foundation Stage (YR). 

On the admin side, Mrs Beard is School Business Manager. 

Julie asked whether parents would know who their child’s teacher is by the Meet the Teacher 

meetings planned. Mrs Woodbine said no, but it an opportunity for parents to meet the teachers in 

their child’s phase, so it was more of a ‘Meet the Phase teachers’ meeting. Mrs Woodbine explained 

that children would do a transition activity on the day their reports are sent home, meeting their 

new teacher, and parents would be informed of their child’s teacher in their child’s annual report. 

5) Swimming suggestions 

Steph said as time was short, she would be happy to talk to Julie about it or carry this over until next 

meeting. 

6) Winnie influence and dogs in school 

Steph said that it was noticeable that more dogs were being brought to school since Winnie the 

therapy dog came into school. Mrs Woodbine clarified that there are still to be no dogs on site, and 

any dogs left attached to railings must be supervised on the pavement outside of the school 

grounds, to prevent any children being scared/any dogs escaping unsupervised and becoming a 

danger to themselves/others/traffic. 

Mrs Baldwin visited parent council with Winnie and explained how Winnie helps calm children 

down. She is hypoallergenic due to her breed and temperament trained as are staff who handle her. 

Winnie and staff accompanying her carry out risk assessments regarding her role in school regularly. 

She will be supporting Thrive interventions; children read to her, talk to her (like therapy). It is also 

anticipated that she will visit classes on a lead and support across the curriculum a little e.g. in 

discussing pet care/needs of living things for science, PSHE support. Mrs Baldwin described how 

some parents have said their child is scared of dogs and requested that Winnie might help their child 

to overcome their fear. Mrs Woodbine reported that there had been no negative feedback as yet 

regarding Winnie in school. 

7) Painted stones project 

Mrs Woodbine confirmed that this would be going ahead in the last 4 weeks of term. 

AOB: 

Rebecca said that there is still no hook on the gate in YR waiting area – Mrs Woodbine said she 

would check with the caretaker what has happened there but that it was on his list.  

Laura G. raised parent feedback regarding the way the withdrawal en-masse of the Y6 sleepover had 

been communicated to children and parents and questioned whether it followed the paths outlined 

in the behaviour policy. Mrs W. said that the sleepover is a privilege and that many Y6 children had 

not earned the privilege due to their disrespectful behaviour towards staff and their peers. She said 



that Y6 had been told several times over the past couple of months. LG said that many parents were 

disappointed that they were not told about the spiralling misbehaviour as they could have helped to 

reinforce a more positive approach at home, and that if a more collaborative approach with better 

communication were used by school, it wouldn’t have soured the last few weeks for all children , 

penalising even those making good behaviour choices all the time. Mrs Woodbine said that this was 

not about behaving well purely to get the reward of the sleepover – it is about good behaviour 

regardless of a reward and being respectful to each other and staff because it is the right way to 

behave. It is anticipated that the majority of Y6 pupils will earn a full sleepover back, and the parents 

of those that may not will have discussed the issue with school. 

Further discussions were had regarding the various fundraising events Y6 are carrying out and 

anticipated amounts raised.  

Laura also suggested a ‘clapping out’ ceremony for the Y6 pupils from the rest of the school and Mrs 

Woodbine was positive about this lovely idea. 

Julie thanked Laura for all of her contributions to school in many different guised over her years as a 

Langafel parent and wished her much luck for the future.  

A date for the Term 1 meeting (19-20 academic year) is TBC 

 

 


